Magnetism and exchange-bias effect at the MnN/Fe interface
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Based on ab initio calculations and spin dynamics simulations, we perform a detailed study on the magnetic properties of bulk MnN and the MnN/Fe interface. We determine the spin model parameters for the \( \theta \)-phase of bulk MnN, and we find that the competition between the nearest and the next-nearest-neighbor interactions leads to antiferromagnetic ordering of the Mn spins, in agreement with previous theoretical and experimental results. At the MnN/Fe interface, a sizable Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction appears leading to a stable exchange-bias effect. We study the dependences of the exchange-bias effect on the thicknesses of the ferromagnetic and the antiferromagnetic layers, and we compare them to experimentally obtained results [Meinert et al., Phys. Rev. B 92, 144408 (2015)].
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I. INTRODUCTION

The exchange-bias (EB) effect, which is related to the shift of the hysteresis loop of a ferromagnet relative to the zero-field position [1], is employed for a variety of technological applications in spintronic devices. A typical example is a spin valve composed of two ferromagnetic layers, namely a free sensing layer and a fixed (pinned) reference layer, separated by a nonmagnetic layer. While the free ferromagnet (FM) follows the external magnetic field, the second ferromagnetic layer is pinned via the EB effect, which is caused by the interfacial interaction with an antiferromagnet (AF). The microscopic origin of the EB has been discussed for a long time, and it seems that there is no single origin of EB but rather a variety of effects that play a role, such as the roughness of the FM-AF interfaces [2, 3], domains in the AF [4–6], uncompensated interfacial spins [7], anisotropic exchange interactions across the interface [8], and a granular structure of the AF [9]. While these models rest on statistical arguments, where different types of disorder break the balance between magnetic moments in the two sublattices of the AF, recently, based on symmetry properties, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interactions have been proposed as a possible mechanism responsible for EB in perfectly compensated systems [10–12]. Moreover, the EB is related to the coupling between the FM and the AF, and the stability of this coupling is provided by the AF. For this reason, the magnetic properties of the AF are important in the formation of the EB effect.

Commonly used antiferromagnets in devices with EB functionality are IrMn and PtMn [13–15], both causing large and stable EB effects. FeMn and NiMn are known alternatives that also produce an EB effect, but the ratios of the exchange bias to the coercive fields are less ideal for technological applications [14]. Because of this technological relevance, the quest for new antiferromagnetic materials avoiding scarce elements is an important topic of modern material research [16], and, in a recent work of Meinert et al. [17], it was shown that in the case of polycrystalline MnN/CoFe interfaces a strong exchange-bias effect exists. Although this material combination displays a nonmonotonic dependence of the EB field on both the AF and FM thicknesses, this work indicates the possibility to use MnN as antiferromagnetic material in future magnetic devices.

While different chemical compositions of Mn and N are known in the literature [18], in the following we focus on MnN in a slightly tetragonally distorted rocksalt phase at room temperature, which corresponds to the \( \theta \) phase. The magnetic order of bulk MnN was investigated by neutron powder diffraction measurements [19, 20] and by theoretical calculations [18, 21]. These studies showed that the magnetic order is collinear AF-I type, where the magnetic moments of the Mn are coupled ferromagnetically within the planes perpendicular to the \( c \) axis and antiferromagnetically between such planes along the \( c \) axis.

Motivated by the experimental study in Ref. [17], we investigate the magnetic properties of the \( \theta \)-phase of bulk MnN and the MnN/Fe interface at zero and finite temperatures.
using a multiscale model: we first calculate spin-model parameters \textit{ab initio} and subsequently perform atomistic spin-dynamic simulations. We find that the magnetic ground state of MnN is AF-I type, in agreement with previous theoretical investigations [18,21], and the calculated Neél temperature agrees well with the experimental value. In the case of the MnN/Fe interface, the spin-model parameters are derived after determining the optimal interface geometry. Interestingly, a sizable Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction appears that gives rise to large EB. Studying the thickness dependence of the EB effect, we find that a rather large AFM thickness is needed to stabilize the EB, in agreement with recent experiments [17].

II. MODEL AND NUMERICAL APPROACH

The self-consistent calculations for both the MnN bulk and the MnN/Fe interface system are performed by using of the fully relativistic screened Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker method [22,23]. The electronic structure was determined in the paramagnetic state in terms of the scalar-relativistic disordered local moment (DLM) approach [24], while the spin-cluster expansion technique as combined with the relativistic DLM technique [25] was employed to derive the exchange interactions. The magnetic properties are well described by the following extended classical spin model:

\[
H = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \neq j} \tilde{s}_i \cdot J_{ij} \tilde{s}_j - \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i \neq j} B_{ij} (\tilde{s}_i \cdot \tilde{s}_j)^2 \\
+ \sum_i K_i (\tilde{s}_i \cdot \tilde{e}_i)^2 - \sum_i \mu_i (\tilde{s}_i \cdot \tilde{H}_a),
\]

(1)

where \(\tilde{s}_i\) is the unit vector along the direction of the spin moment of atom \(i\). In the Hamiltonian (1), the first term corresponds to a generalized Heisenberg model where \(J_{ij}\) are the tensorial exchange interactions. The second term describes the isotropic biquadratic interaction between spins \(i, j\) with the coupling constants \(B_{ij}\). In the case of uniaxial systems, \(K_i\) stands for the on-site anisotropy energy of the spin moment of atom \(i\), and \(\tilde{e}_i\) is the direction of the corresponding easy or hard axis. The last term in the Hamiltonian is the Zeeman energy, with \(\tilde{H}_a\) the applied field.

The matrix of exchange interactions \(J_{ij}\) can further be decomposed into three terms: \(J_{ij} = J_{ij}^{\text{iso}} + J_{ij}^S + J_{ij}^A [26]\), with \(J_{ij}^{\text{iso}} = \frac{1}{2} \text{Tr}[J_{ij}]\) the isotropic exchange interaction; \(J_{ij}^S = \frac{1}{2} (J_{ij}^z - J_{ij}^y)\) the traceless symmetric part; and \(J_{ij}^A = \frac{1}{2} (J_{ij}^z - J_{ij}^y)\) the antisymmetric part of the exchange tensor. The latter is clearly related to the DM interaction, \(\tilde{s}_i J_{ij}^z \tilde{s}_j = \tilde{D}_{ij} \cdot (\tilde{s}_i \times \tilde{s}_j)\), with \(\tilde{D}_{ij}\) the DM vector. The DM interaction arises due to the spin-orbit coupling and favors a perpendicular alignment of the spins \(\tilde{s}_i\) and \(\tilde{s}_j\) [27,28]. In the case of tetragonal symmetry, the diagonal terms of the traceless symmetric part induce an energy difference between the uniformly magnetized states along the out-of-plane (z) and in-plane (x) directions,

\[
\Delta J = \sum_i \Delta J_i,
\]

(2)

with the site-resolved contributions,

\[
\Delta J_i = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{j \neq i} (J_{ij}^{zz} - J_{ij}^{xy}).
\]

(3)

\(\Delta J\) is referred to as the two-site anisotropy, and the total magnetic anisotropy energy of the system can be expressed as a sum of the on-site and two-site contributions.

To study the magnetic properties in the ground state of the system, as well as at elevated temperatures, we solve the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (SLLG) equation on a discrete lattice,

\[
\frac{\partial \tilde{s}_i}{\partial t} = -\frac{\gamma}{(1 + \alpha^2)\mu_s} (\tilde{H}_i + \alpha \tilde{s}_i \times \tilde{H}_t) + \frac{\gamma}{2} \sum_{j \neq i} J_{ij} \tilde{s}_j \times (\tilde{H}_i + \alpha \tilde{s}_i \times \tilde{H}_t),
\]

(4)

by means of Langevin dynamics, using a Heun algorithm [29,30] and considering the additional spin-transfer torque. The SLLG equation includes the gyromagnetic ratio \(\gamma\), a phenomenological damping parameter \(\alpha\), and the effective field,

\[
\tilde{H}_i = \tilde{\zeta}_i (t) - \frac{\partial H}{\partial \tilde{s}_i} = \tilde{\zeta}_i (t) - 2K_i (\tilde{s}_i \cdot \tilde{e}_i) \tilde{e}_i \\
+ \sum_{j \neq i} J_{ij} \tilde{s}_j + 2 \sum_{j \neq i} B_{ij} (\tilde{s}_i \cdot \tilde{s}_j) \tilde{s}_j + \mu_i \tilde{H}_a,
\]

(5)

which considers the influence of a temperature \(T\) by adding a stochastic noise term \(\tilde{\zeta}_i (t)\), obeying the properties of white noise [31],

\[
\langle \tilde{\zeta}_i (t) \rangle = 0,
\]

(6)

\[
\langle \tilde{\zeta}_i^n (t) \tilde{\zeta}_j^n (t') \rangle = \frac{2k_B T \alpha \mu_s}{\gamma} \delta_{ij} \delta_{n0} \delta (t - t').
\]

(7)

Here \(i, j\) denote lattice sites, and \(\eta\) and \(\theta\) are Cartesian components of the stochastic noise.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Magnetism of \(\theta\)-phase bulk MnN

First, we investigate a bulk MnN system starting from first principles. For the model we implement the geometry of the experimentally observed \(\theta\)-phase of MnN, which is a NaCl structure with \(a = 4.256\) Å and \(c = 4.189\) Å. In Fig. 1, the isotropic exchange interactions \(J_{ij}^{iso}\) and the biquadratic couplings \(B_{ij}\) are shown as a function of the distance between the Mn atoms. According to Eq. (1), the positive and negative sign of \(J_{ij}^{iso}\) refers to FM and AF coupling, respectively. As can be inferred from Fig. 1, the isotropic couplings are dominated by strong FM second-nearest-neighbor (NN) and by considerably weaker AF first-NN interactions. Due to the tetragonal distortion, \(c < a\), these interactions are split: the AF interaction between nearest neighbors in subsequent MnN planes along the \(c\) direction is stronger than that within the same plane, while this relation is opposite for the FM second-NN interactions. Similarly to the isotropic bilinear couplings, the first- and second-NN biquadratic couplings also split. Since their magnitude is smaller by at least one order compared with that for the bilinear couplings, they will not affect the ground state of the system. We note, however, that
FIG. 1. Calculated isotropic exchange interaction parameters, $J_{ij}$, and biquadratic couplings, $B_{ij}$, as a function of distance between Mn atoms.

for the MnN/Fe interface they have a strength comparable to the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions.

We also calculated the on-site and the two-site anisotropies, $K \approx -0.08 \text{ meV}$ and $\Delta J \approx -0.02 \text{ meV}$, where the negative sign refers to an easy $c$-axis normal to the planes as sketched in the inset of Fig. 2. Note that the tetragonal distortion of the MnN lattice does not break the inversion symmetry; therefore, the DM interactions overall cancel each other. The spin moment of Mn, $\mu_{\text{Mn}} = 2.84 \mu_{\text{B}}$, was obtained from the self-consistent electronic structure calculation in the DLM state.

Using the spin-model parameters in Eq. (1), we determined the magnetic ground state of bulk MnN and its magnetic properties at finite temperatures by employing the SLLG Eq. (4). We used 10 976 sites populated by classical spins with a periodic boundary condition, and we considered the full tensorial exchange interactions, the on-site anisotropy, and the biquadratic term. For the ground-state calculations, the simulations were initialized by random spin configurations and continued until the normalized magnetic torque, $\vec{s}_i \times \vec{H}_i / |\vec{H}_i|$, became smaller than $10^{-6}$.

The simulated magnetic ground state is sketched in the inset of Fig. 2. It is composed of two magnetic sublattices, Mn$_1$ and Mn$_2$, forming a layered AF state. This magnetic configuration results from the strong FM second-NN couplings and the previously mentioned lifting of the first-NN AF exchange interactions, which favors an antiparallel alignment of Mn spins in two consecutive MnN layers along the $c$ direction. Due to the negative value of both the on-site and two-site anisotropy (see above), we find that the preferred orientation of the Mn spins is along the $c$ axis.

Once the magnetic ground state was determined, we evaluated the thermal dependence of the bulk MnN using Langevin dynamics. In Fig. 2, the temperature dependence of the magnetization of the two sublattices of Mn are shown. As the two sublattices are identical, the same temperature dependence with opposite magnetizations is obtained. To evaluate the critical temperature, we fit the function $M_\alpha(T) = M_\alpha(0)(T_N - T)^{\beta}$ to the magnetization data, where $\alpha = 1, 2$. From this fit, the obtained Néel temperature is $T_N \approx 570 \text{ K}$, which is in good agreement with the experimental value of 660 K [19].

B. Spin model parameters of the MnN/Fe interface

To investigate the possibility of using MnN as an AF for exchange bias, we evaluated the interface structure of MnN/Fe. For the MnN side the experimentally known geometry is used, and on the FM side a bcc structure for Fe is assumed. Due to the close match of the corresponding in-plane lattice constants, three possible stacking arrangements of the atoms at the interface MnN/Fe layer were considered, as shown in Fig. 3. Using the \textit{ab initio} VASP code [32–34] with a $6 \times 6 \times 1$ $k$-point sampling of the Brillouin zone and employing the GGA-PBE exchange functional, these three geometries were optimized. For the geometry optimization, we used a supercell consisting of 12 Mn, 12 N, and 8 Fe atoms, i.e., 6 MnN and 4 Fe layers. The atoms in the bottom three MnN layers were fixed to their bulk positions, while three MnN layers and four Fe layers at the interface were freely relaxed in the perpendicular direction. The in-plane lattice constant of the supercell was kept fixed, thus in-plane relaxation was not allowed. In each of the three stacking geometries, the total

FIG. 2. Calculated magnetization curve of the two sublattices of Mn in bulk MnN as a function of the temperature. The inset illustrates the magnetic ground state of MnN. Violet spheres represent the N atoms, while red and blue arrows correspond to the spin moments of Mn$_1$ and Mn$_2$ atoms, respectively.

FIG. 3. Three investigated stacking structures of the MnN/Fe interface: (a) Fe above hollow position, (b) Fe above Mn, and (c) Fe above N. Fe, N, and Mn atoms are represented by blue, green, and red spheres respectively.
energies are calculated in two collinear magnetic configurations, where the spin moments in the MnN planes are coupled either FM or AF to each other, while the Fe moments are always FM coupled to those of the neighboring MnN layer at the interface. Table I reports the relative total energies of the considered geometric and magnetic configurations, where the zero value corresponds to the energetically favored one, which is the Fe-above-N geometry [see Fig. 3(c)] with AF configuration for the MnN layer.

We found that the interface layers are relaxed with −3% for the MnN and −12% for the Fe relative to the interlayer distance of the bulk MnN, where the negative sign corresponds to an inward layer relaxation. In the subsequent calculations of the magnetic properties of the MnN/Fe system, the above relaxations of the interface layers were taken into account.

Once the optimal stacking geometry at the MnN/Fe interface was determined, we self-consistently calculated the electronic and magnetic structures near the interface using the SKKR method, and we obtained the magnetic interactions from the paramagnetic phase via the spin-cluster expansion technique. The first-principles results indicate that the magnetic properties on both the MnN and the Fe sides are modified in the vicinity of the interface. This is demonstrated in Fig. 4 in terms of the layer-resolved magnetic moments and the on-site and two-site anisotropies. The atomic layers along the z direction (perpendicular to the interface) are labeled by index $l$, where $l = 0$ corresponds to the interface (the last layer of the AF MnN). A reduction of the magnitude of the magnetic moment at $l = 0$ is observed, and away from the interface the Fe spin moment is nearly constant. The magnitude of the on-site anisotropy $K(l)$ at the Mn layers is clearly reduced with respect to its bulk value, and it practically vanishes at the interface MnN layer $l = 0$. The two-site anisotropy $\Delta J(l)$ in the AFM part is also strongly affected by the interface as it takes even a positive value for $l = -2$, but it becomes again slightly negative close to the interface ($l = -1$ and 0). As a consequence, the Mn spin moments keep their preference for an out-of-plane orientation at the interface. At the AF side, for farther layers from the interface ($l < -2$), $K(l)$ and $\Delta J(l)$ are saturated to around the bulk values, $-0.08$ and $-0.02$ meV, respectively. At the FM side, the Fe layers mainly exhibit a weak in-plane magnetocrystalline anisotropy as can be inferred from the sums of the corresponding on-site and two-site contributions. The spin moment of Fe is saturated at the value of 1.94$\mu_B$. Note that this is smaller than the spin moment of Fe in a bulk FM state ($\approx 2.2\mu_B$). The reason is that the self-consistent calculations were performed in the paramagnetic state using DLM theory, where a softening of the Fe spin moment occurs as was reported recently [35].

It is well known that the EB effect is primarily related to the interactions between FM/AF magnetic moments, therefore in the rest of this section we focus on the magnetic interactions between the Fe and the Mn moments across the interface. In Fig. 5, the isotropic exchange interactions between Fe-Mn spin moments are shown as a function of the distance between Fe-Mn atoms for the first and the second Fe layer. We find that the Fe-Mn isotropic exchange interactions are mainly FM, and the first-shell coupling of Fe$_2$-Mn is the strongest.

In contrast to bulk MnN, there are remarkable DM interactions at the MnN/Fe interface as shown in Fig. 6. The first-NN DM interaction between Fe$_1$ and Mn is the largest, and the second-NN DM vector cancels due to the $C_{4v}$ symmetry. Note that, for the same reason, all DM vectors are in-plane. Beyond the DM interaction between Mn and Fe atoms in $l = 1$ and 2 layers, the first-NN DM interaction between Fe$_3$ and Mn is

| TABLE I. Calculated total energies (in eV) relative to the energy minimum (0): $\Delta E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{FM-MnN}}$ and $\Delta E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{AF-MnN}}$ for all three considered MnN-Fe stackings and FM-MnN and AF-MnN magnetic configurations. Note that the spin moments in the Fe layer are FM coupled to those in the neighboring MnN layer. |
|-----------------|-----------------|
|                  | $\Delta E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{FM-MnN}}$ | $\Delta E_{\text{tot}}^{\text{AF-MnN}}$ |
| Fe above N       | 0.78            | 0               |
| Fe above hollow  | 2.64            | 1.62            |
| Fe above Mn      | 4.27            | 3.45            |

FIG. 5. Calculated isotropic exchange interactions between the Fe atoms in the first Fe layer ($l = 1$) and the Mn atoms, $J_{\text{Fe}-\text{Mn}}^{\text{iso}}$, and between the Fe atoms in the second Fe layer ($l = 2$) and the Mn atoms, $J_{\text{Fe}-\text{Mn}}^{\text{iso}}$, as a function of the distance between the Fe and Mn atoms.
still relevant, because it is larger than all the DM interactions between Fe$_2$ and Mn. The biquadratic couplings are also shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the distance between the Fe and Mn atoms. The Fe-Mn biquadratic couplings are mostly positive, and this, together with the dominating FM isotropic exchange interactions, would favor a parallel configuration between Fe and Mn spin moments. This, however, is in competition with magnetic anisotropies, which would favor out-of-plane orientation for bulk MnN but in-plane orientation for the Fe layer.

C. Exchange-bias effect in MnN/Fe

We simulated hysteresis loops for the MnN/Fe bilayer system by solving the stochastic Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation in the context of the generalized Heisenberg model as described in Eq. (1), where the exchange interactions are considered up to 11th NNs (distance cutoff $d_{Co} = 2.01a_{2D}$). Prior to calculating the hysteresis loops, we prepared the system similar to experiments by simulating a field-cooling (FC) process. The FC process starts from a random spin configuration in the AF part, at an initial temperature $T$ above the Néel temperature of the AF but below the Curie temperature of the FM, and proceeds to a final temperature $T_f = 0$ K under the influence of an external applied (cooling) field, $H_{cf} = 1$ T.

Figure 7 shows the resulting spin configuration of a MnN/Fe interface consisting of five atomic layers of Fe and eight Mn sublattices. The Fe moments are oriented in the interface plane, following the external field. The orientation of the Mn spins away from the interface is mainly along the $z$ direction, perpendicular to the interface. Close to the interface, however, the spin moments in the Mn layers are tilted away from the out-of-plane direction, while in the case of $l = 0$ the Mn moments are mainly oriented in-plane and present a net magnetization parallel to the Fe moments. Here, their orientation results from the strong ferromagnetic exchange interactions for the first and second shells between the Fe and Mn atoms (see Fig. 5), which favors a parallel orientation of the NN Fe-Mn atoms in-plane. The bi-quadratic coupling between Fe-Mn atoms at the interface also favors a parallel orientation between the Fe-Mn moments (see Fig. 6). Moreover, the on-site anisotropies for the interface Mn layer and Fe layers favor an in-plane orientation of the Fe and Mn moments (see Fig. 4).

While simulating hysteresis loops, the applied field axis is along the cooling field direction. During the switching process, the Fe moments rotate coherently in-plane. We also observe that during this rotation, the tilted Mn moments at the interface follow the Fe magnetization, due to the ferromagnetic character of the Fe-Mn interface exchange interactions. But this net magnetization of the AF is not purely contained in the plane: rather, because of a lack of compensation at the interface, a net magnetic moment of $\mu_{(AF)} \approx -0.11 \mu_B$ in the $z$-direction arises, which remains nearly constant during the hysteresis loop.

1. Variation of the AF thickness

We simulated the hysteresis loops of the MnN/Fe bilayer for several values of the AF thickness, $t_{AF}$, and we analyze the influence of the AF thickness on the coercive and exchange-bias fields. The EB field is numerically evaluated as

$$H_{EB} = -\frac{H_c^+ + H_c^-}{2},$$

where $H_c^+$ and $H_c^-$ denote the coercive fields during the descending (−) and ascending (+) branch of the hysteresis loops. The
FIG. 8. Calculated in-plane hysteresis loops as a function of the AF thickness, $t_{\text{AF}}$ (in ML), for $t_{\text{FM}} = 5$ ML. Here, $M_{\text{tot}}^x$ and $M_{\text{FM}}^x$ denote the $x$ magnetization component of the total system and the ferromagnetic side, respectively.

The overall coercive field is then

$$H_C = \frac{H_C^+ - H_C^-}{2}. \quad (9)$$

In Fig. 8, in-plane hysteresis loops for MnN/Fe bilayers with fixed FM layer thickness, $t_{\text{FM}} = 5$ ML, are shown for several thicknesses of the AFM layer. These hysteresis loops are clearly rectangular due to the coherent rotation of the ferromagnet, with constant remanent magnetization for the different AF thicknesses. The value of the coercive field varies slightly with a minimum of approximately 140 mT for $t_{\text{AF}} = 17$ ML and a maximum of approximately 180 mT for $t_{\text{AF}} \approx 25$ ML (see Fig. 9).

Furthermore, we observe an in-plane EB effect, characterized by the horizontal shift of the hysteresis loops. The obtained EB fields as a function of the AF thickness are also shown in Fig. 9. The EB field varies nonmonotonically as a function of the AF thickness, but there is an overall tendency for larger EB fields with increasing AF film thickness. These results are in agreement with the experimental results reported for the case of MnN/CoFe bilayers, where the EB field also increases with the AF thickness until reaching a maximum of about 180 mT for an AF film thickness of about 30 nm [17].

Note that in our simulations, the MnN thicknesses are below the experimental values.

The origin of the EB effect can be deduced from the spin structure shown in Fig. 7. Since the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction at the interface is chiral, the spin configuration shown here is energetically not equal to the corresponding state with reversed magnetization of the FM. This is even true when we assume that the tilted spins in the AF (mostly the yellow spins) follow the FM and are finally tilted toward the new, reversed direction of the spin of the FM. This symmetry is broken by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, leading to an energetic difference of the two states and, with that, to EB.

2. Variation of the FM thickness

Next, we investigated the dependence of the coercive and EB fields on the thickness of the FM, $t_{\text{FM}}$. Figure 10 shows the calculated hysteresis loop of our MnN/Fe system as a function of the FM thickness for a fixed thickness of the AF layer of $t_{\text{AF}} = 25$ ML. Again, the reversal mechanism is a coherent rotation, and the shapes of the hysteresis curves are rectangular. In contrast to the case of the variation of $t_{\text{AF}}$, the remanent magnetization is not constant. This is due to the fact that the AFM also contributes to the total magnetization, because of the tilting of the AF spins at the interface, shown in Fig. 7. Since we normalize to the magnetic moment of the FM, the normalized saturation values are always above unity, converging to 1 for large thickness of the FM (see also Fig. 11).

The coupling between the FM and the AF is solely via the interface, and consequently one expects a decreasing influence of the AF with increasing thickness of the FM layer [36]. This behavior was observed experimentally [17], and in Fig. 11 we also find for both the coercive and EB fields a decrease with increasing FM thickness for thicknesses above $t_{\text{FM}} = 3$ ML. For thinner FM layers, the interactions across the interface cannot be considered constant since the Fe-Mn interactions go clearly beyond nearest neighbors and build up with the number of FM monolayers until a saturation is reached (see Fig. 5).
we obtained the Néel temperature of bulk MnN in good agreement with experiment. For the MnN/Fe interface, the spin-model parameters were determined based on previously optimized geometry. We found that near the interface, the spin moments of the Mn and Fe atoms are ferromagnetically coupled and they prefer a direction parallel to the plane of the interface. Since the spins of the Mn atoms are oriented out-of-plane when moving farther away from the interface, a twisted spin structure is formed across the interface. Hysteresis loops of the MnN/Fe bilayer were evaluated after a field-cooling process, and a large exchange-bias effect was found due to sizable Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions across the MnN/Fe interface. The variations of the exchange-bias effect as a function of the thickness of the FM and AF layers were also investigated. We found that the coercive and exchange-bias fields have maximal values at around 25 ML AF thickness, and these field values are decreasing with increasing FM thickness.

IV. CONCLUSION

Combining \textit{ab initio} and spin-dynamics simulations, we investigated the magnetic properties of bulk MnN and at a MnN/Fe interface. First, we determined the tensorial exchange interactions and biquadratic couplings between Mn atoms for the \(\theta\)-phase of bulk MnN. We found that the first-NN isotropic exchange interactions are antiferromagnetic while the second-NN interactions are strongly ferromagnetic, and the interplay of these interactions results in an AF-I type magnetic ground state. Using these spin-model parameters, we obtained the Néel temperature of bulk MnN in good agreement with experiment. For the MnN/Fe interface, the spin-model parameters were determined based on previously optimized geometry. We found that near the interface, the spin moments of the Mn and Fe atoms are ferromagnetically coupled and they prefer a direction parallel to the plane of the interface. Since the spins of the Mn atoms are oriented out-of-plane when moving farther away from the interface, a twisted spin structure is formed across the interface. Hysteresis loops of the MnN/Fe bilayer were evaluated after a field-cooling process, and a large exchange-bias effect was found due to sizable Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions across the MnN/Fe interface. The variations of the exchange-bias effect as a function of the thickness of the FM and AF layers were also investigated. We found that the coercive and exchange-bias fields have maximal values at around 25 ML AF thickness, and these field values are decreasing with increasing FM thickness.
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